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November 2020 Newsletter
Greetings Members,
We trust that all is well with you and your family during these difficult times. Covid-19 has had a huge
impact on all of us for the past 8 months and it looks as though we will have some ways to go before this
pandemic is behind us. Covid-19 continues to affect what we, as a Society can do. The Board still meets on a
regular basis, but we have not been unable to hold a regular Membership Meeting since November 14, 2019 and
we don’t see that happening in the foreseeable future.
We were, however, able to hold our first Annual Market Days fundraiser on October 17, 2020 on
Historical Society grounds. Even though the preparation time for the event was short, we were pleased with
how the event went. We had 24 classic/antique cars on display on Main Street, there were 14 vendors
displaying their goods and services, and we hosted tours in Burgess Foulke House, The Museum, and Liberty
Hall. The event attendance was good considering the limited time we had to promote it. And the weather
cooperated! We were able to raise $849.00.
The Events & Fundraising Committee is already making plans for the Second Annual Market Days
sometime in late summer 2021.
We are still, with the proper precautions, able to have tours of all Society properties. You can give us a
call at 267-227-3864 to make arrangement. Please leave a message if no one is there to take the call. Donations
are requested for all tours.
We recently have had several donations of articles given to us for our archives. We gratefully accept
anything that has historical value, especially Quakertown historical value. Again, please call the number listed
or send an e-mail to quakertownhistoricalsociety@gmail.com.
If you are interested in becoming a volunteer, please contact us and we will be happy to get you
involved. We can use more “hands.”

Have a Safe Happy Thanksgiving

The Life and Work of Charles F. Durner
By John L. Speller
Taken from The Tracker Magazine November 3, 1993
In 1913, the Coopersburg Sentinel published an interview with seventy-five-year-old Quakertown,
Pennsylvania organ builder Charles F. Durner. Under the heading, “Quakertown’s Oldest Organ Builder,” the
article relates how Durner came from a long line of German organ builders, dating back to the beginning of the
eighteenth century. His great-grandfather “built a handsome organ in
1790 for the Evangelical Lutheran Church at his home in Weilheim,
Germany, claimed to be one of the greatest organs in Germany at that
time.” The instrument was described as being “of massive proportions
and had angels carved of wood standing on each side, on heavy capitals
with trumpets in their mouths.” The keyboards had boxwood naturals
and white sharps, and the instrument took three years to build. 1 From
this information the most likely candidate for being Durner’s greatgrandfather is Johann Andreas Goll (1751-1823). Goll built an organ of
twenty-three stops (hardly, “one of the greatest organs in Germany”) in
1792-95 for the Pfarrkirche in Weilheim, and the instrument still exists.
The Goll firm was founded in Weilheim in about 1740 by Johann
Ludwig Goll, who would have been Charles F. Durner’s great-greatgrandfather.2 At the beginning of the present century there was also a
Goll firm in Switzerland, responsible for a one-hundred-and-thirty-five
stop organ in Engelberg,3 and it would be interesting to know if the
Swiss Golls were also related to Durner.
Charles Fr. Durner (he dropped the umlaut around 1890) was born in Wurtemburg, Germany, on April
3, 1838.4 At the age of fourteen he was apprenticed to his uncle for six years without pay after which he
worked for an additional seven years “in leading organ factories in Germany and France.” In 1857 Durner’s
parents came to the United States and settled in Zion Hill, Pennsylvania. Two years later, in 1859, Charles F.
Durner decided to join them and “after a stormy voyage of thirty-six days” he landed in New York. Durner first
set up business as an organ builder in Zion Hill, Pennsylvania, but the following year, 1860, he moved to
Quakertown, Pennsylvania, where he remained in business until his
death in 1914.5
Durner’s workshop was situated at the corner of Front and
Juniper Streets in Quakertown, opposite the North Pennsylvania
Railroad depot (later the Reading
Company depot) on the main line
between Philadelphia and
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. The
workshop had machinery driven by
an overhead system of belts, initially
operated by a steam engine and later
by an electric motor, as is apparent from a photograph taken in the workshop
around 1925. The Durner residence was in the same block as the workshop,
at No. 36 South Front Street in Quakertown.
Throughout the existence of the Durner firm much of the output was of “parlor” or reed organs, but
there seems little doubt that Durner’s real love was for the pipe organ, and pipe organs represented a fair
proportion of the company’s products, particularly during the years 1890 through 1910. During its three
quarters of a century of existence the Durner company probably
produced around one hundred and fifty pipe organs, and the eighty
or so of these known to the present writer are listed in the partial
opus list which follows this article. This was an output similar to
that of other small-to-moderate sized builders such as John G.

Marklove or the Moline Pipe Organ Company. Durner, indeed, had much in common with the two latter
companies in that he produced high quality instruments comparable with those of more famous builders such as
Johnson & Son or Hook & Hastings.
Like the products of Augustus B. Felgemaker of Erie, Pennsylvania, Durner organs were characterized
by solidity of construction which was practically unrivalled. Durner and Felgemaker appear to have subscribed
to the view that tracker

Durner workshop at Front & Juniper Streets - 1925

organs should be built to be capable of withstanding extraordinary wear and tear. In the case of Durner,
however, this extreme solidity was combined with a standard of tonal design and voicing which was, in my
opinion, considerably superior to that of Felgemaker and perhaps equal to the work of builders like Johnson &
Son or the Roosevelts.
Charles F. Durner’s son, Charles E. Durner, was born in
Quakertown in 18636 and succeeded to the firm on his father’s death on
December 8, 1914.7 Apart from a handful of tubular-pneumatic organs
built between about 1895 and 1915, the output of the Durner firm was
exclusively tracker until about 1917, after which electropneumatic action
became standard. By this time the output of the firm had dropped to one
or two pipe organs a year; this clearly represents a decline, since the
output at the turn of the century had been two or three times greater.8
Moreover, from about 1917 onwards, Charles E. Durner increasingly
subcontracted his pipe organ work, perhaps because he was either
unwilling or incapable of keeping abreast with contemporary advances in
electropneumatic mechanisms. In the late teens much of the work was
Charles E. Durner, Jacob Gerger, Paul Fritzsche
subcontracted to Harold T. Depue of Kensington, Maryland, a builder who held a number of patents for
innovations in electric action.9 In the early 1920’s the work was largely subcontracted to Jacob Gerger, who
later founded the present firm of Jacob Gerger & Sons. The organ at St. Peter’s Church, Wind Gap,
Pennsylvania, which was built as tubular-pneumatic by Durner in 1916 and electrified in the 1920’s, actually
bears a nameplate, “Charles E. Durner, Jacob Gerger, Organ Builders, Quakertown, PA.” After 1926 what little
pipe organ work that remained was subcontracted to Paul and Rudolph Fritzsche. Paul Fritzsche founded an
organ firm in Allentown, Pennsylvania, which claims to have succeeded to Durner’s interests. In the case of the
very last Durner organ, at Liberty High School, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, contracted for in 1930 and completed

in 1933, the work was entirely subcontracted to Fritzsche by an agreement which split the profits equally
between Fritzsche and Durner.10
Charles E. Durner died on November 29, 1932, after which his wife succeeded to his estate and wound
up the business. The records of the Durner firm remained in the attic of the Durner homestead until 1978 when,
through the efforts of Carolyn Fix and James R. McFarland, they were donated to the OHS American Organ
Archives by Edna Viola Durner (Charles E. Durner’s widow), Mary Jane Himmelsbach (Charles E. Durner’s
granddaughter (and C. Thomas Himmelsbach (Mary Jane’s husband). 11
The zenith of the Durner firm was in the Charles F. Durner years of 1859 to 1914. While Durner
constructed the very solid chests and mechanisms of his organs in his own workshop, the pipework was
generally obtained from supply houses. The suppliers are not known in the earliest period, but at the beginning
of the twentieth century the wood pipes were obtained from the Mansfield Organ Pipe Works, Mansfield Depot,
Connecticut, and the metal pipes from Edward B. Hedges of Westfield, Massachusetts (best known, of course,
as the pipe maker for Johnson & Son). The voicing, however, was done by Durner himself and his instruments
exhibit a tonal refinement comparable with the work of the best Boston and New York builders.
So far as tonal design is concerned, a marked development is discernible in Charles F. Durner’s organs
between 1859 and 1914. Roughly speaking, Durner’s instruments may be divided into three stylistic phases –
Period I from 1859 to ca. 1880, Period II from ca. 1880 to ca. 1900, and Period III from ca. 1900 to 1914.
During Period I, organs were tonally well-developed with considerable upperwork but sweet and gentle rather
than loud and impressive. During Period II, although retaining much of their brilliance, Durner’s organs
became louder and more substantial in their sound. Finally, Period III displays a tendency towards over
refinement and the elimination of upperwork, resulting in a generally duller sound than in the two earlier
periods. Similar trends may be discerned in the work of some of Durner’s contemporaries, although not
necessarily over precisely the same time spans. James R. McFarland suggests that the Period I Durner organ is
basically a mid-nineteenth-century German style instrument and that the trend in Periods II and III is towards an
“Americanization” of Durner’s organs. Not only the tonal design but many features of the construction of
Durner’s instruments became much more like Boston organs in Period II, although some unusual details, such
as the continued use of the Trembland douz form of tremulant, remained. By Period III, however, Durner’s
organs were practically indistinguishable from other polished, well-built instruments from the turn of the
century. Perhaps “Americanization” is not the best word to describe this process of assimilation, since the
influences for it were widespread and diffuse, including, for example, more recent German practice as mediated
through Walcker’s Boston Music Hall organ, as well as contemporary American practice as found in the work
of E. & G.G. Hook & Hastings, Johnson & Son, and others. Bearing this caveat in mind, nevertheless, it may
be helpful to refer to a process of “Americanization” or “Bostonization” in Durner’s organ designs. It must be
stressed also that the changes in Durner’s tonal design took place gradually, and the division into three periods
should not be pressed too far. In particular, Period II might almost be split into IIA and IIB at about 1890, since
Durner’s voicing in the 1890’s already displays some of the over-refinement found in his Period III instruments.
Not a great deal is known about the earliest days of Durner’s firm, although he claimed to have been
awarded the First Premium for his organs at the Allentown Fair of 1861.12 It may be, however, that this was for
his reed organs. The oldest surviving Durner pipe organ of any size, and indeed the most important instrument
to survive from Period I, is the 1868 Charles F. Durner organ at St. John’s United Church of Christ, Boalsburg,
Pennsylvania. This instrument was originally installed in a five-section case in the rear gallery of the church
but was moved by Elmer E. Palm of Mount Penn, Pennsylvania, in 1902 to a chamber at the front of the
church.13 Parts of the original casework survive in the 1902 case. It may also be that it was then that the
Boalsburg organ acquired its most unusual and attractive Vox Humana (actually a cut-down Clarinet rather than
a true Vox Humana). The organ with its detached, reversed console was rebuilt in 1971 by the Hartman-Beaty
Company of Englewood, New Jersey, who replaced the original reservoir and made a number of changes to the
action using non-traditional materials.14 These changes have been reversed in a 1990 restoration by R.J.
Brunner & Co. of Silver Spring, Pennsylvania.
In an extravagant gesture which probably won him less fame than he deserved, Charles F. Durner built a
two-manual and pedal pipe organ for the Philadelphia Centennial Exposition in 1876. The instrument had an
elaborate “prickly gothic” case (including gothic embellishments on the swellbox, which protruded above the
top of the case) and a detached, reversed console. Considerable confusion surrounds the subsequent history of

this instrument. It has sometimes been claimed that the instrument was sold to St. Peter’s Lutheran Church,
Hilltown, Pennsylvania. This, however, is not the case. Durner stated quite clearly in his brochure of ca. 1895
that the Centennial Exposition organ was sold to the Episcopal Church in Clarksville, Tennessee, and this is
confirmed by the Musical Courier.15 The instrument did not go to Tennessee, however, until it had been
exhibited again at the State Fair in Allentown in 1878, and at the State Fair in Philadelphia in 1879, where it
won the First Premium. It was only after this, in 1879, that the instrument went to Clarksville, according to the
Courier report. The case survived in Clarksville until recently, although the rest of the instrument had long
since disappeared; the case has now been disposed of by the church. Eugene McCracken thought that the 1879
State Fair organ was different from the Centennial instrument of 1876, and the 1879 instrument was the one that
went to Hilltown.16 The Courier report disproves this, but photographs of the Hilltown case nevertheless show
it to have been practically identical in appearance to the Clarksville case; it seems likely that the specification
was also similar since one account refers to the Hilltown organ as “a Centennial Exposition organ” (not the),
suggesting that it was a replication of the Centennial Exposition organ. 17 Unlike the Centennial organ, however,
which had a reversed console, the Hilltown console was en fenetre. The stops on the Swell of the Hilltown
organ are not known, but according to Eugene McCracken the Great stops were 8’ Open Diapason, 8’Stop
Diapason, 8’Dulciana, 4’ Principal, 3’ Twelfth, and 2’ Fifteenth, while the Pedal was comprised of a 16’
Bourdon and an 8’ Violoncello.18 Among the most perplexing details of the history of the Centennial organ is
the fact that the Clarksville case had a shipping label from the 1876 Exposition labeled “Owner M.P. Moller.”
Although the organs of Hilborne Roosevelt, E. & G.G. Hook & Hastings, and E.F. Walcker may have
outclassed Durner at the 1876 Centennial Exposition, he seems to have felt the experience sufficiently
worthwhile and was still capitalizing on the publicity of having been an exhibitor several decades later. The
finest instrument surviving from Period II and perhaps the finest extant Durner organ of all is the eleven-stop
two-manual and pedal instrument originally built in 1886 for St. Paul’s Methodist Church in Mauch Chunk,
Pennsylvania. Built to wrap around a rose window, the organ was rebuilt beneath an archway by Durner in
1901. The instrument has been out of use for many years and is currently in storage.
During Period II, around 1895, Charles F. Durner issued a comprehensive catalog of organs, including
sample stop lists and photographs of some of his installations. The only known original was destroyed by fire,
but fortunately a photocopy still exists. The Period II organs were more forthrightly voiced than Period I
instruments like Boalsburg and were also more plainly clothed, pipe fences having replaced multi-compartment
:prickly gothic” cases. Durner stated his philosophy at the beginning of the brochure:
We are not a cheapest-in-price concern, making cheap goods at a cheap price,
but my constant effort is to produce such work as will give the best possible satisfaction,
and at the lowest price that the highest grade of work and material will permit.

Among the sample stop lists, Model No. 4 was a one manual and pedal organ of nine speaking stops.
In the brochure this stop list is followed by a photograph of the organ in the A.C. Borhek Memorial
Chapel, Moravian Theological Seminary, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, built ca. 1885, and it seems likely from the
apparent size of the instrument in the photograph that this was a Durner Model No. 4. The 1886 one manual
Durner in St. John’s Episcopal Church, East Mauch Chunk (now Jim Thorpe), Pennsylvania, also appears from
photographs to have been a model 4.
At the larger end of the range was Model 10, a fair-sized two-manual and pedal instrument of nineteen
speaking stops.
The largest known Charles F. Durner organ surviving in substantially unaltered condition is the 1861
instrument in Fritz Memorial Methodist Church, South Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, which was unknown until
discovered by this writer in 1985. This instrument also contains the only known surviving Durner reed stops,
which sound very much like contemporary Boston examples. Apart from minor differences in orthography
(weak aorist “Stopped Diapason” instead of strong aorist “Stopt, etc.), the stop list of this instrument is identical
to Model 10 except for the omission of the Swell 8’ Geigen Principal.
Most of the surviving Period III Durner organs are two-manual and pedal instruments of around ten
ranks and appear to represent the standard model organ of the first decade of the twentieth century. To gain
some impression of the decline in upperwork which took place at the turn of the century, it is instructive to
compare the stop list of Model No. 5 from the ca. 1895 catalog with the stop list of ca. 1905 Durner organ at the
Portland United Methodist Church, East Bangor, Pennsylvania. The only 2’ stop on the ca. 1895 instrument has

in ca. 1905 given way to a 4’ flute, and the only Swell 4’ stop has given way to an additional 8’ string. This
trend was carried even further by Charles E. Durner after his father’s death in 1914. In the organ built for St.
Thomas United Church of Christ, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, dedicated November 1, 1923, even the Great 4’
Principal has gone, replaced by a second string. At the same time, tracker action gave way to electropneumatic. Furthermore, the voicing in Charles E. Druner’s time lacked the character and polish of his father’s
work, and it may be that the son brought in much of his pipework ready voiced from supply houses. This
represents a sad decline from the Durner organs of the last forty years of the nineteenth century, when Charles
F. Durner.s work compared favorably with that of the best Boston and New York builders for its quality of
construction an tonal finish.

Charles F. Durner tracker-action organ circa 1905 for the Portland United Methodist Church in East Bangor, PA

